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Young Scientist Awards at Smart Materials 2020 for the best researches in Polymer Technology

This award will be honoured to the Organizing committee members, which is a very prestigious award offered within the convention. The appropriateness requirements for achieving this award is that one must have minimum of 20+ years of experience inside the area of Microbiology & its molecular research in their respective institution. The person who gets this award ought to be trustworthy closer to their ardour and ought to take inventiveness and innovations in study regions and tendencies towards the Molecular research in microbiology. This award will be nominated in high-quality through online.

Professional level of addiction therapy meet 2020 (honourable guest & his/her research contribution)

Professional level awards has been implemented to perceive people who have implemented a concept or superior approach having 10+ years of experience in the area of Molecular Biology in Microbiology to encourage energetic involvement for the development of the field of Microbiology as an entire. The award will inspire people to struggle to appreciate their fullest capability which could in turn be advantageous. Classic works are not simplest an illustration to the character’s efforts, but in addition they must have the probably to exchange the whole global as they can lead to production of higher rules and research, innovative minds.

Scholar level of addiction therapy meets 2020 (students/young researcher forum)

The Scholar level Forum gives the opportunity to satisfy and considerate studies topics and practices to inspire and to progress new thoughts, and improvements to accumulate and increase knowledge from key investigators at the Addiction therapy Meet 2020.

Young Researchers Forum opposition is to encourage more youthful researchers/university students to offer their studies work. Therefore, all presenters are cheered to offer big-ranging and dynamic talks based totally on their research paintings related to Molecular Microbiology research. All YRFs can present their studies works in the course of the conference and the best presenter receives the remarkable YRF award will be felicitated from the Honourable Chair. These oral shows must be of 10 minutes period with regards to the clinical track observed through 5 minutes question hour.

Women scientist of addiction therapy meets 2020 (the women of science award)

Addiction therapy Meet 2020 is offering a platform for ladies/women scientists for imparting modern day research initiatives with an extensive evaluation in the discipline of Addiction therapy Meet 2020 warmly invite’s women scholars, researchers and scientists from Universities/ Industries/ Business who have at least 10+ years of research experience to enrol in the discussion board.

We are happy to encourage our ladies scientist’s contributors through research awards and offer aid for girl’s pupils in career development and studies steerage with our collaboration. Women Scientist will be nominated deserving awards via online. By fellowships in global, nearby and national ceremonies, the conference supports the profession of the most outstanding girl’s scientists everywhere in the global.

Outstanding speaker in of addiction therapy meet 2020

Addiction therapy Meet 2020 will provide recognition to its Honourable Speakers and will offer a worldwide platform for renowned audio system to talk about and innovate new motivational and inspirational ideas. This award will be felicitated to apprehend the people who will present their projects, techniques, and schemes, which have been applied for lengthy-time period excellence in the subject of Addiction therapy Meet 2020. The deserving award nominations will be accomplished via on-line.

Best Keynote Speaker in of Addiction therapy Meet 2020

This award is for the identification of quality Keynote speaker who will gift their initiatives, techniques, and schemes which have been carried out to improve lengthy-time period excellence in Microbiology & its molecular research. Keynote speeches are based totally at the speaker’s evaluation of future advancements, improvements, researches, and reports within the subject of Addiction therapy Meet 2020. The Keynote speaker's message should be for the betterment of health conditions in society and for the improvement of recent improvements in that unique field. The nomination will be declared online.
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**Best poster presentation in addiction therapy meets 2020**
Poster presentations are very influential manner of sharing giant new inspirational thoughts, researches and deserve recognition through their presentation in the area of Molecular Microbiology research. The poster enables to border your work to visual summarize, and to involve others in discussions, and a gap to attract others to examine more with the aid of reading the overall paper. The student's poster award is provided as an acknowledgment for their works and determination, Vision, progressive research ideas and for his or her insightful contribution to the sector by means of a bachelor’s, masters or doctoral scholar.

**Outstanding Masters/Ph.D./Post doctorate thesis work presentation in addiction therapy meet 2020**
The outstanding Masters/Ph.D Awards are used to apprehend the great presentation supplied by way of college students or younger researchers in the field of Microbiology & its molecular research aspects. Chairpersons will consider the judgement and score of the student displays at meetings based totally on the unconventional thoughts, verbal exchange and interaction skills. The topmost 2-5% of presenters in every consultation is presented in the Conference.